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Contact Info:
NASA Safety

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
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Neil Toupin
neil.s.toupin@nasa.gov

228-688-1109
A1 Test Stand

Matthew Scott
matthew.r.scott@nasa.gov

228-688-1537 
Construction Safety

Elizabeth Calantoni
elizabeth.calantoni@nasa.gov

228-688-1804
B2 Test Stand

Donna Dubuisson
donna.a.dubuisson@nasa.gov

228-688-1167
Construction Safety

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
mailto:neil.s.toupin@nasa.gov
mailto:matthew.r.scott@nasa.gov
mailto:kathy.a.cooper@nasa.gov
mailto:donna.a.dubuisson@nasa.gov


Contact Info:
NASA Safety

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
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Mike Rewis
mike.j.rewis@nasa.gov

228-688-2663 
Construction Safety

Frank Olinger
milford.f.olinger@nasa.gov

228-688-1766
Construction Safety

Ronnie Good
ronald.w.good@nasa.gov

228-688-1487
Construction Safety

Jasper Cook
jasper.c.cook@nasa.gov

228-688-1511
Construction Safety

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
mailto:mike.j.rewis@nasa.gov
mailto:milford.f.olinger@nasa.gov
mailto:ronald.w.good@nasa.gov
mailto:ronald.w.good@nasa.gov


Contact Info:
BASTION/SACOM Safety

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
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Darrin Steber
darrin.r.steber@nasa.gov

228-688-2502 phone
288-688-3503 fax
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Donald Smith, CHST
donald.g.smith-1@nasa.gov

228-688-1085 phone
228-234-0639 Cell

Will Davis
william.b.davis@nasa.gov

228-688-3193 phone
228-688-3503 fax

Robert Cales
robert.p.cales@nasa.gov

228-688-2462 phone
601-569-2150 Cell

http://constructionsafety.ssc.nasa.gov/
mailto:darrin.r.steber@nasa.gov
mailto:donald.g.smith-1@nasa.gov
mailto:william.b.davis@nasa.gov
mailto:Robert.p.cales@nasa.gov
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SSC Construction Inspection
Safety Findings/Stats

July 2023

Construction Safety
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Findings: 0

Level 1 Severity : 0

Level 2 Severity : 0

NMIS Mishaps/Close Calls: 3 

Construction Safety Report:  
1 July – 31 July 2023
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• On July 18, 2023, at approximately 10:00 a.m., a contractor was excavating and struck a PVC force main 
buried pipe south of the A-2 test area. The pipe was not located by ground radar, not listed on any 
blueprint, and was repaired within an hour.

NIMIS Mishaps/Close Calls
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• On July 18, 2023, at approximately 1:00 p.m., a worker fell into the water while moving a barge 
walkway. The worker was not hurt, pulled out right away, and was wearing a flotation vest. 

NIMIS Mishaps/Close Calls
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• On July 25, 2023, A contractor employee smashed their finger while attaching the master link of a 4-part 
bridle sling to a crane hook.  The employee was taken to an off-site emergency room, where first aid was 
received. The employee was cleared to return to work.

NIMIS Mishaps/Close Calls
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Discussion Topics
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• Monthly Submittals
– Mishap Exposure Report
– Orientation Training Documents

• Seat Belts
Seat belts are required while driving on Stennis. Per Stennis Procedural Requirements (SPR) Stennis Space Center Security Directives 
(SPR 1600.1), personnel operating a motor vehicle without wearing a seat belt will be issued a traffic violation ticket worth four 
points. Persons who accumulate sufficient points within specified periods will have their SSC driving privileges suspended. 
One of the safest choices drivers and passengers can make is to buckle up. Seat belts save lives every day. They can only save lives, 
however, if they’re used, and there are still many people in America who don’t buckle up. Wearing a seat belt can reduce the risk of 
a fatal injury by 45%. Wear a seat belt and wear it properly.   

• OSHA Safe and Sound Week

• Mishap Reporting

• Safety Topic – Lightning Safety

https://ssctddoc.ssc.nasa.gov/servlet/dm.web.StatusRetrieval?did=45995
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Mishap Reporting
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

About 40 million lightning strikes hit the ground in the United States each year. But the odds of being struck by lightning in a given year are less 
than one in a million, and almost 90% of all lightning strike victims survive. The odds of being struck multiple times is even less, with the record 
being seven times in one lifetime. There are some factors that can put you at greater risk for being struck, such as participating in outdoor 
recreational activities or working outside. Regional and seasonal differences can also affect your risk of being struck by lightning.

Safe Plan of Action 

When thunderstorms threaten, get to a safe place. Fully enclosed buildings with wiring and plumbing provide the best protection. Sheds, picnic 
shelters, tents or covered porches do NOT protect you from lightning. If a sturdy building is not nearby, get into a hard-topped metal vehicle and 
close all the windows. Stay inside until 30 minutes after the last rumble of thunder. 

While on-site, the SSC Lighting Detection System [documented in Stennis Common Work Instruction (SCWI-8715-0001)] is operational 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. This system audibly alerts personnel of a lightning advisory when potential or actual lightning activity has been detected 
within a ten-mile radius of SSC. Email notifications are also distributed. Lightning warnings are dispersed when lightning is indicated within five 
miles of SSC and instructs personnel to “immediately secure outside activities and take shelter in a  secure location.” If you hear a lightning 
advisory or warning, follow the precautions.

Mission Success 
Starts With Safety

Lightning Safety



Lightning Information for Beach 
and Water Activities

Steps you can take to protect yourself and your loved ones from 
lightning while participating in water activities.

Go Indoors
Remember the phrase, “When 
thunder roars, go indoors.” If you 
hear thunder while you are at the 
beach, find a safe, enclosed shelter, 
such as your car. Do NOT seek 
shelter under beach picnic shelters.Listen to the Forecast Learn How to Read the 

Weather
It is crucial to listen to weather information when you are at the beach or 
boating. Short-term forecasts are quite accurate, but sometimes miss 
some very localized storms. Watch for the development of large, well-
defined rising cumulus clouds. Cumulus clouds have flat bases and dome 
or cauliflower shapes. Cumulus clouds can develop into 
thunderstorms. Once the clouds reach 30,000 feet, the thunderstorm is 
generally developing, and it is time to head for shore. As clouds become 
darker and more anvil-shaped, the storm is already in progress.

If you are Out in the Open Water and a Storm Rolls in, Return 
to Shore Immediately and Seek Shelter
Once on land, get at least 100 yards away from shore. If you are unable to 
return to shore, boats with cabins offer some protection. When inside the 
cabin during a lightning storm, stay away from all metal and electrical 
components, including the radio, unless it is an emergency. If caught in a 
storm in a small boat with no cabin, drop anchor and get as low as possible.

Check the Forecast
Before leaving for the beach or any water activity, such 
as a boating trip, check the weather forecast so you 
know what to expect during the day. If the forecast is 
for thunderstorms, plan your trip for another day.

Watch and Listen for Distant Storm Activity
Watch for distant lightning and listen for distant thunder. You might hear 
thunder before you see lightning on a bright day. If you hear thunder or 
see lightning, seek shelter away from the water.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvMaHHR_QOU


Questions
Mission Success Starts With Safety
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